CERCLE FRANÇAIS
STARTS PROGRAM

Reading of French Drama Began at Meeting Held Yesterday.

The Cercle Français started on its regular program for the year with its meeting held yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Room 29 Lowell. Only twelve members were present, but it is expected that this number will be increased. The program of the evening will be described in a later issue of THE TECH.
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The Tour began in the boiler rooms, where a careful examination was given concerning the firing of the boilers. From there they were conducted into the engine rooms of the plant where the electricity is generated for the railway. While in the "L" system of Greater Boston. Details that were not quite clear about the powerful tur-
bines and dynamos were explained, and the operation of the immense water systems was demonstrated, as well as the workings of the new oil switch which transfers all the power to the engines from the plant. While the party was there, they heard a lecture, given by the manager, of a practical demonstration of the syn-
owhere.
chronizing of the system was given. The final explanations of the con-
ductor of the party, who seemed satisfied with the results to show the many questions which were asked, made the trip very interesting for everybody, and the officers and members of the society are very grateful for the cour-
tesy shown them.

PASSANO TO SPEAK.

Chemical Society to Have Talk on "Scientific Management."

Tomorrow night, at 7:45, the Chemical Society will hold its March social meeting, with Professor Passano of the Mathematics Department as speaker. Professor Passano will discuss the "Scientific Management," having special emphasis on how chemists and engineers need to work with their assistants. The club then started its social activity for the year. Parties in Paliaros' "Le Monde des Pho- ...
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RENT A TYPEWRITER. What Typewriter?
THE OLIVER;

which has been in use exclusively in THE TECH offices for the past two years and has satisfactorily fulfilled every condition that has been imposed upon it.

See the "Stylist" at

You can see Rialto Brook, the Oliver man, any time you like in THE TECH office. Make a date with him